LP WEATHERLOGIC® FLASHING STRETCH TAPE
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
REQUIREMENTS
§ Storage of tape: 72-100° F (22-38° C), 50% (+/- 10%) RH.
§ Application: 14-122° F (-10-50° C) for air and substrate.

APPLICATION TOOLS

methods were taken to prevent water from penetrating under the
tape. Smooth using squeegee with firm pressure to ensure proper
adhesion to the LP WeatherLogic® surface and flange.

PENETRATIONS

§ Squeegee

§ Always apply tape in the correct shingling method to prevent water
from entering under the tape.
–Work from bottom to top

§ Straight edge for tight corners

§ Bend around corners, sills, fenestration, wire/plumbing penetration.

TOOLING

§ Squeegee the tape to all surfaces with firm pressure to ensure
proper adhesion.

§ Knife/Scissors

§ Apply tape and smooth with light hand pressure.
§ Use squeegee with firm pressure. Work from center outwards to
minimize bubbles and to ensure proper adhesion to all surfaces.

WINDOWSILL
§ Option 1:
–A single continuous tape that starts a minimum of 6˝up the side
of one jamb and then continues across the sill and up the other
jamb a minimum of 6˝up.
§ Option 2:
–Tape the full length of the sill first.
–Tape corners of the sill using a 4˝-6˝piece of tape.
–Tape the sides of the window to reach a minimum of 6˝.
§ Option 3:
–Insert corner protectors.
–A single continuous tape that starts a minimum of 6˝up the side
of one jamb and then continues across to the sill and up the
other jamb a minimum of 6˝up.

WINDOW INSTALLATION
§ Install the window in accordance with the window manufacturer’s
installation instructions. In the absence of instructions from the
window manufacturer, apply silicone caulking to the back of the
head and jamb flanges allowing for squeeze out of the caulking from
under the flanges. Apply a strip of the stretch tape 4˝longer than
the height of the window. Caution: Tape will not adhere to caulk.
Avoid getting caulk on the face of the window flanges or on the
panel beyond a minimal squeeze out along the flanges
§ Start 2˝above the side flanges on the LP WeatherLogic® surface and
apply over the flange and end at least 2˝below the bottom flange.
Smooth using a squeegee with firm pressure to ensure proper
adhesion to the LP WeatherLogic® surface and flange.
§ Use a piece of stretch tape long enough to extend 2˝past the
two pieces of stretch tape on the side of the windows and apply
over the top flange and tape ensuring that the correct shingling

DEFEND YOUR BUILD

®

For complete limited warranty and instructions for use, visit LPCorp.com/literature or call 888-820-0325.
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